
Comments

These notes are of a mainly philological nature, and draw attention to points 
of translation, including tentative interpretations and alternatives.

Abbreviations

K  Kuntara, see Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990.
lit.  literally 
m.c.  metri causa, for the sake of the metre
MW  Monier-Williams 1899
Pb  Poerbatjaraka 1926
Wilk. see Wilkinson 1959
Z  Zoetmulder 1982
Names of texts are abbreviated as in Zoetmulder 1982, except that BA = BK, 
and DW = Nag.

Canto 1
1  The first stanza sums up the teaching of the poem, as discussed in the 

Introduction.
1a  ambĕk ‘mind’: not in the sense of intellect, but rather ‘inclination, 

desire, intention’ (Z 60-61).
1c  yaśawīrya ‘fame for deeds of valour’: it is not clear whether this is in 

fact a compound, see also 5.10c, where we have yaśa lawan wīrya.
1d  ahĕlĕtan kĕlir ‘veiled’: lit. ‘separated by a screen’. This is probably an 

allusion to wayang.
2a  Here it becomes apparent that the general description of stanza 1 applies 

to a particular person (not named), who serves as the ‘source of bless-
ing’, that is, acts as sponsor for the poet. See the Introduction.

2c  The story begins immediately here.
3a  Indra’s abode, Heaven, is located on Mount Meru. In other words, 

Niwātakawaca is camped close by and presents a dire threat.
3b  wara wīrya ‘special mark of favour’: this is spelled as one word in Z 

(2306b) and glossed with ‘great courage; brave noble’, which does not 
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fit here. The idea of wara ‘boon’ and ‘select’ (Z 2202a) seems to be 
present, perhaps intended as a pun. See also 14.15d and wara in 1.4d.

3c  The Lord (probably Śiwa) addresses him bluntly with the pronoun ko 
‘you’.

4a  pöh ning rasâlapkĕna ‘the gist of their deliberations’: here the word rasa 
has not been rendered. It might also be possible to read ra sālapkĕna, 
but ra is found only before nouns denoting a category of person.

5c  –lilang huwa-huwā: although the MSS appear to have –lilāng uwa-
huwa, this reading is preferable, in view of what we find in 34.1d.

7b mulat ‘gems’: this is a strange word, not listed in Z in this meaning. It 
does not seem to be connected with the verb mulat ‘to see’, but com-
mentaries have traditionally rendered it with ‘gem’ in this place. No 
other solution presents itself.

7d  tapwan marma ‘without doubt’: or perhaps ‘without fail’ – a not uncom-
mon but difficult expression. See Z 1122a for comments.

9c  Or alternatively: ‘His wives Subhadrā and Ulupuy are famed for their 
delights’, but this does not account for ikang.

10  The nymphs’ beauties are being compared to the beauties of the asana, 
the moon and the gadung. It is such beauties that they will employ in 
trying to seduce Arjuna.

11d  tumampā ‘descended’: Pb’s reading was tumampak (translated with 
‘became visible’), but the reading tumampā is found in most MSS and 
is supported by DW 34.2a asrĕt lari nrpati n aglis apan tumampa (Z 
1921b).

12b  cāmara ‘casuarinas’: Casuarina equisetifolia (de Clercq no. 698).
12c  kayu manis ‘cinnamon trees’: Cinnamomum zeylanicum Nees. 

Apparently the young leaves are of a red colour.
13c  sĕkar kuning: lit. ‘yellow flower’, but what sort is unknown.
13d  dwī ning mrak ‘peacock-wings’: perhaps not literally the wings of pea-

cocks, but a creeper with flowers.
14a  The white stones at the mouth of the cave are compared to the teeth 

of someone smiling in greeting; linggan is an –ĕn passive form from 
lingga (Z 1035a).

14c  prihnya ‘its banyan tree’: we expect one of the natural features of 
the site, and a large waringin might be fitting, but K opts for usaha 
(‘effort’). There may be a pun. There is a change of mood from gaiety 
to a more somber note, inspired by the scenery.

15c  rĕsrĕsnya: interpreted as some creature, perhaps an insect or bird, paral-
lel with the sundari, not ‘awesomeness, frightfulness, dreadfulness’, as 
Z gives (1542b), as the verb awū needs an appropriate subject that can 
‘scream’. Pb translates with ‘glazemakers’ (a kind of dragon-fly). More 
likely is the meaning given by GR, ‘naam van een vogel, die tot het 
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geslacht der zwaluwen behoort’ – a swallow-like bird.
 Sundari: probably a kind of insect, perhaps a dragon-fly (Mod Jav kin-

jeng tangis).
15d  wruh: a kind of tall tree (de Clercq no. 123); perhaps a pun, ‘under-

standing tree’, on the bodhi (fig).
 Wĕlas-arĕp: a particular kind of climber (not in de Clercq).

Canto 2
1d  atangkil ‘sprouting’: tangkil II (Z 1943b), ‘young and flexible branch or 

shoot’.
2b  linĕngis ‘stripped’: tentative only; perhaps the trunks have to be made 

smooth at this season.
2d  anahapi rāga ‘refresh the passions’: not particularly clear. Are the two 

kinds of flowers compared to drinks that will revive their spirits and 
inspire them with passion? Not as K, ‘meredukan’ (decrease, calm).

5c  akukur gĕlung ‘combing her hair’: this may not be exactly what she did; 
perhaps she was scratching her head – after all, it might get itchy under 
the hair-knot.

6d  kĕtĕ-kĕtĕga ‘how exciting it would be’: this is in fact a noun, a beating 
of the heart as a result of emotion (Z 855b).

7a  inggitā mati ‘the outward signs of what they are like’: Z (690b) suggests 
the emendation inggitê gati, which is good, but was not found in the 
MSS.

9c  aganggang anipis ‘with tapering figure’: this is a guess, as the word 
ganggang occurs nowhere else; Z (491b) suggests ‘waist’, but we 
already have waist in tĕngah in this line.

Canto 3
1d  humiras-iras ‘closing tightly’: this translation is tentative. The woman 

is teasing, not showing her teeth in a smile. This rendering of hiras is at 
variance with Z (698a); but compare SR 36.2c miras-hiras kahulunan, 
there translated with ‘make complete’, but perhaps better ‘tighten the 
bonds of…’. We also have AW 14.18d anghirasa lampah i kita ‘should 
follow closely where you go’. The basic meaning may be ‘to go all the 
way (with)’; there are many examples of iniras, ‘finished off’.

2b  haywa ‘do not’: it seems a little odd to switch to speech in this one 
line.

2c  amatyani (read amatyani?): Z (1323) suggests ‘to give special attention 
to’ etc., but this is not completely clear. The spelling amatyani was not 
found in the MSS.

4d  pinastika ‘crystalized’: not ‘mixed with pastika’ as Z (1314b) – what 
is this? Apparently connected with sphatika ‘crystal’. The spelling 
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pinastika is also found.
5c  walik-kadĕp: a plant with leaves differently coloured on each side, 

Malay balik-adep (Wilk), de Clercq no. 2364, various species of 
Mussaenda (climbing shrubs).

6a  pamursita nira ‘his offerings’: these are flowers used for worship (Z 
2335a); from nira we know that they belong to Arjuna.

7a  The sentence seems to run on from 6d.
7b  lekan ‘resting’: Z (1020a) suggests this, but it is not certain.
7d  apinda niskala ‘taken on an immaterial form’: is it the sacred syllable 

that does this? Arjuna himself is still visible, seated in the cave.
8c  sasawi ‘mustard seed’: a plant with small black seeds, Brassica nigra. 

According to Wilk, ‘Typical of insignificance; thus (Bust Sal i 50) the 
hearers and the earth and all that in them is “are no bigger than a grain 
of mustard-seed when compared with God’s throne” (seperti biji sesawi 
juga besarnya pada banding kursi itu).’ From places in Old Javanese (Z 
1719a), this idea was well known there as well.

9b  Drupadātmajā ‘the daughter of Drupada: Dropadī, wife of the five 
Pāndawas. At this point, the five brothers are in exile, having lost all to 
Suyodhana and the Korawas. See 10b.

9d  madulur ‘with my companions’: she is alluding to the other nymphs 
present there.

11a  areh ‘neatly arranged’: translation tentative.
11b  anusar-nusar ‘brushing’: this is Z’s suggestion (Z 1871b), but only ten-

tative. Are we to assume that the siñjang is being blown by the wind?
11c  tika-tika ni or tinika-tika? ‘brought into intimate contact’ is a tentative 

translation; she is probably making a sexual allusion to pushing the pin 
(what shape?) into the hair.

12a  turung ‘not yet’: this is the only known meaning, but it is hard to under-
stand here. K translates with tepat, which seems to have no basis.

12c  pĕtĕ: as Z notes (Z 1348a), both form and meaning are problematical; 
probably not Mod Jav peté, stinking bean, but perhaps a shapely fruit 
(not listed).

12d  ndān inukurnya ‘yet measured out’: unclear what is intended. The long 
vowel of ndān is also odd.

13d  sakasagarita: meaning unknown; it seems to qualify the gold-dust. 
Could it perhaps contain a place-name? 

14d  saptakumārika: apparently a kind of perfume, but not known from else-
where. The meaning, ‘seven young princesses’, may allude to the seven 
nymphs. Perhaps they had their own special perfume.

 Mukhawāsa ‘camphor’: lit. ‘mouth-wash’, apparently of camphor (as 
still in India) for sweetening the breath.

16b  karawang ‘evidence’: apparently the only occurrence of this word in 
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Old Javanese. Is there any link with Malay kerawang ‘open work, à jour 
design’ (Wilk)?

 gina karasikan ‘the use of amorous devices’; see also karāsikagunan in 
Sum 22.9.

16c  hinilan wulat: for hinilan mulat, due to the –n: hinilan n wulat.
16d  katon ri mata ‘is visible in the eye’: it is not completely clear how this 

fits in the sense of this line.

Canto 4

2d  makangsi ‘played the kangsi’: a small musical instrument played to 
accompany singing (Z 795b).

 Makĕcap ‘smacked her lips’: there is no evidence for K’s ‘bersenand-
ung’ (hummed).

3c  panghawis (var. pangawis) ‘put an end to it’: this appears to be an 
imperative form.

4d  wuluh aghāsa ‘bamboos creaking’: on the emotional impact of the sound, 
see also DW 91.3d wangśa maghāsa tulya nika ring rĕs angungĕr i hati, 
‘and resembled creaking bamboos in their awesomeness, breaking one’s 
heart’ (referring to the King’s song).

5a  angiring doh ‘watch from a distance’: this expression is also found in 
1.11c (see Z 699b).

6d  wwantĕn ‘and sometimes’: the equivalent of hanan.
7d  wītarāga ‘freed from passions’: it is thought that this word has given 

rise to the name ‘Mintaraga’, applied to the Modern Javanese version 
of this story.

8d  It is not clear what the subject of this line is – the five senses, or the 
nymphs?

Canto 5
1b  mamanggih kasutapan ‘had become a great ascetic’: perhaps lit. ‘had 

achieved a status of a great ascetic’. See also Sum 1.3.
2ab  The logic of these two lines is not yet completely clear. Z (2214b) lists 

kawaśan as a pvs (passive verbal substantive).
2b  didi n ‘so that’: Z (400b) gives ‘with the intention, so that’, but here 

‘with the result that’ seems to fit better. Incidentally, this is the only 
place listed for didi apart from the kidungs.

2d  sampun amudā ‘without clothes’: lit. ‘already going naked’, perhaps 
because of his great age.

5c  madhanuha ‘has a halo’: it is not clear why the word has the irrealis 
suffix –a, unless it is the element of doubt contained in pilih. 

 ya tan ‘or else’: for yan tan, lit. ‘if not’.
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9c  malahā ‘even to the point’: presumably the same as malah, see Z (1092-
3).

10a  bwat ‘bearing witness to’: lit. ‘in the manner of’ (Z 282a).
10d  ya yāwat: there is a problem with the text here. Pb has yayadwat, which 

was not found in the MSS and may be a printing error; he gives yaya 
bwat and ya yāwat as variants. The latter may be a good choice, but the 
translation remains unclear.

11b  pati ‘death’: this interpretation seems justified in view of the hurip in 
line (a). Further, the idea is echoed in PYñ 6.4 muliha ring pati patitis i 
tattwa ning dadi (Z 1321a).

 nirbāna ‘emancipation’: it is interesting that this concept is not restrict-
ed to a Buddhist context (see Z 1190a).

Canto 6
1d  amarĕki ta ndah: Pb preferred to read amarĕk kita ndah, while Z (under 

alah) preferred amarĕki tan doh, both of which have merit. However, 
the MSS seem to indicate ta ndah.

 Katĕtĕha: the majority reading, and perhaps also the lectio difficilior, 
compared to katĕtĕhan. The translation of this line is unclear.

3d  pawĕkas sang śrī Dwaipāyana ‘the instructions of D.’: an interesting 
allusion to an earlier event in the epic tale, see Introduction.

6b  sang māsih atanaya ‘out of love for his son’: this alludes to the fact that 
Arjuna is Indra’s son.

7c  ndak ‘preference’: this translation is a guess; it is probably not the pro-
positive, as we have no verb following it. Is there any connection with 
Malay hendak?

7d  ngwang apunagi ‘my vow’: which vow is Indra alluding to here?
9a  daśaguna ‘tenfold’: this does not appear to be a verb, but see also 1.9d 

daśagunan ‘multiply tenfold’.

Canto 7
1d  an idî ‘while mocking’: this form (if it is right) is not listed by Z 

(668b).
3d  mūka ‘to attack’: a more normal form would be amūka, but this form 

mirrors the demon’s name, Mūka, and may be intended to explain it, 
although it is Sanskrit.

4d  Kumbhakarnângrĕpa ‘K. crouching’: Kumbhakarna is the gigantic 
brother of Rāwana, but the image of ‘crouching’ is as yet unclear.

5a  winarah ‘informed’: the interpretation of Pb was adopted. There is no 
need to make up a word winara (Z 2202b), or to translate ‘diganggu’, 
as K does. The use of kadi ‘as if’ shows that the image of ‘telling’ is 
intentional.
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8c  lumangkung ‘advanced further’: the idea seems to be ‘extending further 
and further’, rather than Pb’s ‘voorbij lopen’ or K’s ‘berdatangan’.

Canto 8
3c  lĕkas nirāgamanyu: presumably m.c. for lĕkasnyu nirāgama.
4a  anghing ‘even’: apparently a different shade of meaning; usually ‘only, 

but’.
 Kapātakan ‘punished’: Z (1318b) reads kapātaka n for this place; 

although kapātaka does occur elsewhere, the particle n is out of place 
here.

4b  daśaśīla ‘the Ten Precepts’: listed in Wrh 61.10 (Z 377a) for perform-
ing yoga: non-violence, chastity, honesty, refraining from commerce, 
refraining from stealing, refraining from anger, obedience to one’s 
teacher, cleanliness, eating little, and non-intoxication.

4d  sapatyana ‘mortally’: apparently not in Z; Pb ‘den dood waard’ (pati I), 
and K ‘sewenang-wenang’ (pati III); the former looks more plausible, 
but is still not completely clear.

9b  tambana ‘gusts’: a word found only here and in APr; the translation is 
Z’s suggestion (Z 1916b), and this seems to fit.

9c  –âwri: Pb’s text has –âwu, probably a misprint.
12a  wailamba: a particular type of arrow, but the exact meaning is unknown. 

Z (2253b) wonders whether it means ‘hanging down’, but a connection 
with wilamba is tenuous. But it is certainly not ‘ploegijzer’ (Pb), or 
‘pencegah’ (K).

12b  mamukha ‘with heads’: or possibly ‘with faces’’. Also in 9.1b.
13c  Tripura: the name of a demon (also called Bāna), killed by Śiwa.
14a  sambartaka ‘destroyer’: this arrow takes the form of world-destroying 

clouds (Z 1631a).

Canto 9
1a  atĕmĕn ‘truly’: Z (1985a) says ‘= tĕmĕn (dubious; a- m.c.?)’.
1d  mahawĕlū ‘bent’: Z (2241b) translates ‘to bend (arrow) to its full extent 

(bow)’.
2a  prodbhūta ‘appeared’: or emerged, the Sanskrit meaning, not as Z has 

(1426b), ‘terrifying, awe-inspiring’ and so on.
 Wainateya: i.e. Garuda (son of Winatā), the enemy of snakes.
2b  tulakĕn aparĕpĕk ‘too close to be warded off’: the same expression is 

found in HW 36.4a, tampuh ning hrū katuhwan tulakĕn aparĕpĕk sep 
śīghra sumaput, ‘Om de beukende, goedgerichte pijlen bij hun nadering 
af te weren was hij te laat, snel overdekten zij hem’ (Teeuw 1950: 77).

3b  angiring cidra ‘seeking an opening’: the use of angiring is odd – prob-
ably an idiom.
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3c  wahu ‘just about to’: there are various places where this does not mean 
‘only, just’ (Z 2170b), but ‘almost, on the point of’.

5b  sangsiptapūjā ‘abbreviated form of worship’: not as suggested by Z 
(1675b) ‘reducing to one, effecting unity’. Here Arjuna has no oppor-
tunity to offer extensive forms, so uses the essential ones given in line 
(c). 

5c  kūtamantra ‘peak-mantra’: for this mantra ‘proclaiming the identity of 
Śiwa and the Sun’, see Z (939a).

5d  rĕngön ‘hear’: again, we hear the voice of the author.

Canto 10
This and the next canto contain a famous passage of Old Javanese literature, 
expressing devotion to Śiwa as highest divinity. See the Introduction for fur-
ther comment.

1c  miñak ‘butter’: in fact, clarified butter or ghee may be intended, 
although there does exist another term for this, namely ghrta.

Canto 11
1a  ghata mesi bañu ‘pots filled with water’: we have to translate with a 

plural here, as the idea is that the divine presence is everywhere, undi-
minished no matter how vast creation may be.

2a  katĕmunta ‘finding you’: the passive verb katĕmu ‘found’ becomes a 
substantive with the suffixation of –nta, lit. ‘your being found’, see Z 
1986b.

 marêka: mara is an emphatic particle, which has the function of high-
lighting the predicate, as can be seen in the examples given in Z; ika is 
a pronoun, ‘that’.
si: there are several possibilities here. Si I ‘is also used to personify or 
substantivate concepts denoting quality, condition or action’ (Z 1755a); 
si II is an emphatic particle (Z 1755b). Both of these are problematical. 
However, there is a third possibility, for some reason not included in 
the dictionary, but suggested earlier (Zoetmulder 1983 [1950]: 246) for 
three examples from the Ādiparwa (17.19, 26.9 and 181.11), “enigzins 
met redengevende kracht, ‘namelijk, immers’”. But looking at these 
places, together with AW 11.2a-c, yet another possibility presents itself, 
namely ‘if, when, even if’. Another example of si is found in AW 16.11b: 
si kagamĕla pwa dening asura, here beginning a line, and hence not an 
emphatic particle; here a translation ‘even if’ makes good sense, and 
has been tentatively adopted: ‘even if you are seized by the demon…’ It 
turns out that Poerbatjaraka had already thought of this solution for this 
occurrence of si, as he translates ‘zelfs als gij aangeraakt wordt door den 
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reus’ (even if you are touched by the giant) (Poerbatjaraka 1926: 93).
Lines a-c have the same structure, and there is a deliberate repetition 

of their verbs. The sense is completed in line (d), with the crucial word 
nirāwarana ‘without a veil’. The interpretation of these cryptic lines is 
that at this stage, when the devotee through his yoga sees the Deity in 
the whole of creation, there can be no more finding, imagining or grasp-
ing, as he has realized a state of non-duality. Then the essence of the 
supreme Śiwa is without a veil.

The translation proposed is at variance with Pb’s ‘Gij zijt gevonden 
door hem, die U niet vindt’ (Poerbatjaraka 1926: 83), with K’s ‘Dikau 
jumpai pula dia yang tadi tak dijumpai’ (Kuntoro 1990: 140), and with 
Holt’s ‘Thou are found by him who does not find thee’ (Holt 1967: 
77).

For further discussion, please see the Introduction.

Canto 12
2b  manginditakĕn ‘carrying in its hand’: the precise method of carrying is 

unclear; it might also be ‘placing under its arm’.
3b  makuta ‘crown’: earlier (9.2c), however, it was a rukuh, ‘helmet’.
3d  krtasamaya ‘had mastered’: or perhaps ‘been initiated into’ (Z 897b).
4d  This line begins a passage of general teaching or comment.
5a  tan papihutang (var. tan pamihutang) ‘do not undertake the obligation’: 

this place apparently not listed in Z (656).
5b  angĕdul ‘insist’: there are variants, angatul and angĕtul; the base-word 

may be kĕtul (see Z 435b).
6a  dinalih ‘assumes’: the idea is unclear; why kadi, ‘as if’?
6b  rasâgama ‘essence of the scriptures’: Z (1516b) says ‘ = āgamarasa?’
7d  sakaharĕpan ‘every desire’: Pb read sakaharĕpĕn; these forms not 

found in Z (594a).
8a  kinārya: this must be an error; Pb gives saharsa, and this seems to make 

sense. But no variants were found.
11b  kakâri nira ‘his brothers’: lit. his elder and younger brothers’. Arjuna 

was of course the third of the brothers.
12d  Translation tentative.
13c  kerang-irang ‘a matter of shame’: does this mean he has cause for 

embarrassment, or is it a question of honour?
13d  The intention here is not entirely clear.

Canto 13
2a  datĕng ‘suddenly’: for this meaning, which fits well here, see Z 

(378b).
2b  sīnambay: the long vowel is m.c.
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2c  pānawwang: the long vowel is m.c.
2d  Note how the forest covers itself as a reaction to shame. This is an inter-

esting cultural phenomenon.
3a  angawetana ‘in an easterly direction’: the irrealis –a means lit. ‘in order 

to go…’.
3b  aryama ‘bosom friends’: not in Z, but found in Sanskrit (MW). It is not 

clear whether the two are each other’s friends, or Arjuna’s.
5a  A line that consists of one compound!
5c  Or: ‘Appear to be small from (the angle of) man himself’.
9d  cakrawāka: a kind of duck; ‘The couples are supposed to be separated 

and to mourn during the night’ (Z 291a).
10d  cāmara: Pb translated ‘vliegenwaaier’ and K ‘utusan’, but Z (295a) 

cites this place under cāmara III, ‘the casuarina’, the same as in 13.2b.
 kon ‘telling’: i.e. ordering; presumably m.c. for (m)akon or kumon.

Canto 14
2c  binangkitan ‘perfected’: or perhaps ‘made in perfect taste’; this form 

not listed in Z (208a).
 guyu ‘smile’: perhaps a laugh (Z 565a); there are some places where 

guyu seems to cover both. But mesĕm is found only in kidungs, and for 
a special sort of smile (knowing?).

2d  asĕgĕh ‘glad’: this seems to describe a mental state (open, hospitable), 
rather than an action, see also Z 1726b.

 Smarāgama ‘the arts of love’: this is the ‘profession’ of the apsarī. See 
also AW 3.16c.

3c  dali-dalihana ‘so that they could cover’: that is, use this as an una-
vowed method of…. See Z (353b), who is puzzled by this place and 
says ‘perhaps r. dalihan i ? cf HW 10.2’.

3d  tinagwa-tagwakĕn ‘constantly questioned about’: more literally, ‘had 
their thoughts directed toward’ (see Z 1896b).

4c  madana: it is unclear what the nymphs are up to here. Z (1074a) won-
ders whether this is an effigy of Kāma.

5b acatu ‘playing catu’: this is a kind of game played by women (Z 312b).
 agĕlar nita ‘setting up a game of nita’: apparently a game played for 

stakes (Z 1199a).
5c  sĕkar taji: a kind of hair ornament that has to be tied.
5d  It seems that the arrangement is not finished because they keep moving 

their heads.
6a  mapupuk wulan-wulan ‘wearing a moon-shaped poultice’: this is intend-

ed to treat the illness or indisposition; could the moon-shape allude to 
menstruation?

6b  ta kunĕng ‘or else’: this construction suggests a contrast, but such a 
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meaning does not come out clearly in Z (922b), although Zoetmulder 
(1983 [1950]: 192) alludes to a ‘tegenstelling’ (opposition, contrast).

 wilāśa ‘love-poem’: this is not, however, a recognized meaning; is it an 
error for wilāpa?

7d  tinungtungan halis ‘capped by a frown’: this seems to be the only exam-
ple of this idiom; Z (2074a) says, ‘to hit with the point of, direct the 
point at, frown at’, but what is then the subject of this passive form?

9c  tan kagindala ‘may it be lasting’: also found in AW 35.6b; lit. ‘may it 
not be separated’?

13b  apa yan tahan kari ‘whatever’: the translation is uncertain.
13c  winadal ‘uttered’: this is the translation suggested by Z (2163b), 

although only tentatively. It is also found in Sum 86.2, combined with 
lidah, ‘tongue’. It seems to be different from winadal.

13cd  Arjuna not only expresses humility, but also the fact that the real power 
belongs only to Indra.

14a  yan: the structure is unclear; translated with ‘and’.
14b  upāyasādhana ‘employing a stratagem as means’: this compound not 

found in Z. Or simply ‘stratagems and means’?
14c  pagĕh ni manah ira: the ira has been taken as applying to Arjuna, not 

Indra. Pb translates ‘tot houvast van zijn hart’, that is, to reassure him-
self.

16b  śatajarjharīkrta ‘utterly crushed’: according to Z (1710a), this śata is 
Sanskrit ksata, hence not śata, ‘hundred’.

17c  amarwani Ratih ‘vying with Ratih’: lit. ‘sharing with Ratih’, that is, her 
beauties.

17d  mangunggahana ‘if… should offer herself as a wife’: see Z (2125a).
19d  kasambya ‘killed in the attempt’: translation uncertain; Pb ‘gewaar loo-

pen’, K ‘terjangkau’, whereas the usual meaning is ‘to do at the same 
time’, hence with ka- ‘(hit etc.) at the same time’ (Z 1634b-1635a).

20b  The translation follows Pb, not K: kita is the subject of malĕsa, not the 
object.

Canto 15
1c  prārthana ‘intention’: Z (1400) suggests this, instead of ‘wish, entreaty, 

prayer’.
1d  hatur ‘came into the presence’: Z (603b) ‘appearing in the presence 

of’.
2c  sang adulura ‘the companions’: lit. ‘those who would go together’?
3b  hana dudū nikāng ulah ‘could be seen as something wrong’: or, ‘there 

was something wrong about what they were doing’.
3c  mangkanā: an error for mangkanê?
6  This whole stanza is not at all clear, in particular:
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6a  puru-puru ‘ambivalent’: a suggestion based on Z (1456a); or ‘ambigu-
ous’?

6b  ahalana ‘mitigated’: Z (286) translates ‘to take away, steal’; K trans-
lates ‘diselundupi’ (smuggled in, or out?). Alternatively, ‘provided the 
charm of a smile is smuggled in’.

6c  ri dalĕm ri heng wĕngi ‘whether inside or outside night’: unclear. Does 
it mean ‘whether at night or some other time’?

8d  anahurakĕn śapatha ‘countering the curse’: Pb ‘alleen om dit niet 
schuldig te zijn’, K ‘menjawab dengan sumpah’, neither of which helps 
much. Probably the base-word is tahur (not sahur), and the sense is one 
of counteracting the effects of an unlucky utterance (see Z 1967b, under 
tawur, tahur). She has implied that he is unfeeling toward his family, a 
serious accusation.

9a  amarĕkakĕn kira-kira ‘presented their plans’: Pb ‘hun plannen voortzet-
ten’, K ‘memasang muslihat’; translation uncertain.

10a  lilit ‘coils of hair’: the idea of twining, coiling or curling has to be 
applied to something concrete; the various examples in Z (1028a) all 
involve a comparison (kadi) with something. ‘Hair’ is a guess.

11-12  The order of these stanzas in reversed in P.
11d  tinghal ikâpĕde humarĕp ing dinakara ‘its eyes smarting from looking 

at the sun’: the civet-cat is performing a kind of austerity.
12b  anambi ‘seek shelter’: the base-word is tambi (Z 1918b), so not 

sambi.
 manghuwus-huwus ‘seeking final liberation’: lit. ‘to go to the very end’ 

(Z 658a).
12d  sarwa sukhâ- ‘while content to…’: it is also possible to read this 

as a compound, sarwasukha (not listed in Z, but written thus s.v. 
harinacarma, Z 595b), which might then be translated with ‘happy in 
every way, happy with everything’.

13d  tumirisakĕn ‘let down gently’: this is the only known place for this 
form. Z (2018b) translated ‘to drop tr.’, but this would then be more or 
less double with rurū ‘fall’. So it must be something slightly different, 
and be in keeping with the restful, somewhat melancholy, atmosphere 
of lines a, b and c. A link is suggested with Malay tiris, ‘oozing, drip-
ping, leaking’, that is, falling in small amounts, or dropping gently.

Canto 16
1b  pinutih ‘whitened’: but how? Perhaps ‘whitewashed’, if it is a build-

ing.
1d  tolihĕn ‘as soon as you looked at it’: lit. ‘to be looked (back) at’. The 

passive irrealis suggests ‘if it were…’.
2d  ya n: Pb reads yan.
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3b  agra jambangan: Z (722a) says ‘(pot-like peak, i.e.) crater, crater-lake’.
3c  asana: note that this tree has flowers of a deep golden colour, but here 

shining only dully.
 ruru ‘palely’: this is ruru III (Z 1575b), connected with Mod Jav luru.
3d  jīwa-jīwa ‘pheasants’: from Sanskrit, where it means a kind of pheas-

ant, but see the discussion in Z (744b-745a).
4d  kuwong: cuckoo or peacock? There seems to be some confusion, 

according to Z (942a) – what sort of sound is it?
 kiniwat ‘beckoned to’: the meaning is not completely clear, but this is 

what such tendrils usually do, see Z (882b).
5a  tataraban ‘shelters’: this suggests temporary buildings, set up by the 

enemy where they have gathered.
5b  sinidik ‘dimmed’: the meaning is not completely clear (Z 1759b).
5c  anghada-hada ‘formed lines’: this refers to the rain showers (Z 568a).
5d  wulat ‘gaze’: there is a variant, wulan, ‘moon’ which might also make 

sense.
6c  pöhan ‘inner parts’: meaning doubtful; Bal. com. tĕpi, heng, ‘edge, out-

side’ (Z 1334b). However, this word also occurs in RY 12.65, where it is 
most unlikely that Rāwana would be seated at the edge of his audience 
hall – more likely in the very centre!

8c  alap-alapan ‘competing’: unclear.
10ab  These two lines are very obscure. Pb wrote:
 ‘Maar dit vergunt het noodlot mij niet, (integendeel) dit wordt juist 

gewonden om mijn hart, door de aansporing om te klimmen langs din-
gen die niet met de handen te bereiken zijn, nl. Dat ik (de goden) moet 
helpen.’ And K wrote:

 ‘Kebahagiaan apakah diberikan oleh takdir? Dibelitkan hatiku. Dipaksa-
paksa menggayut yang tak mungkin dipeluk, dijadikan penopang.’

 Both have something to recommend them, but there are problems – at 
least four of them. A solution has to take the context into consideration, 
in particular the preceding and following lines.

10a apa tan ‘since… not’: taken as apan tan, as is normal.
 winilĕtakĕn: Z (2280a) says, ‘to make coil around or embrace’, so we 

have lit. ‘has been caused to entwine’, that is, referring to ‘my heart’, 
has been tangled up with someone else, namely Arjuna.

10b  marambatana ‘to depend upon another’: often we find the image of a 
vine that climbs up a tree; here the nymph is saying that she is incapable 
of acting on her own, but has to be Arjuna’s helper – a mere bait to catch 
the demon with.

 kayuhĕn ‘taken in both hands’: this is the literal meaning; Z (832b) also 
gives, ‘to take a person aside, call, beckon to, bid come’; although this 
does not seem to fit among the examples, it fits this context well.
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10c  makānta ng ‘end up’: Z (83a) comments that the form with ng is note-
worthy.

 angawe tawang ‘beckoning to empty space’: an image of futile or 
thankless effort.

11c  si kagamĕlā : ‘even if you are seized..’: see the discussion under 11.2a-c 
above. 

12d  saji-saji ‘evidence’: there is a possible pun here on saji in the sense of 
offering of food, in view of pinĕñcĕr (passive), ‘to add a dash of some-
thing to improve the flavour’ (Z 1343b).

 pinĕñcĕr: note that there are several variants here; Pb read pinĕñcir.

Canto 17
1b  leśyāpatti ‘adopting pretexts’: this Sanskrit term occurs only here; it 

means ‘assuming a pretext, hiding the truth’ (Z 1023a), and is explained 
in plain Old Javanese in the rest of the line, a device sometimes found 
elsewhere.

1c  tôcapan: the variant kocapan also has something to be said for it.
2a  wĕlahan ‘entrance’: Z (2237b) suggests ‘cleft, opening, entry’, but the 

meaning may be more specific than this, although we cannot tell what 
exactly.

3a  rāmyaracana ‘beautiful park’: lit. ‘beautiful ornamentation’ (Z 1501a), 
but here probably a park.

3b  kalpataru ‘wishing-tree’: the tree of plenty, fabled to fulfil all desires, 
one of the five trees of Indra’s paradise (Z 778b).

4  Pb says that this stanza is ‘onecht’ (spurious). There seems to be a prob-
lem, as the repetition of the word sphatikagrha (house of crystal) from 
4d to 5a is suspicious. See the Introduction.

5a  prabhānya ‘its radiant colours’: lit. ‘its radiance’, but applying to crys-
tal probably radiating different colours.

6d śokâ- ‘sadly’: Pb has śakâ- and translates ‘bedroefd’ (sad), so this is 
probably another misprint.

8c  śrī ‘royal splendour’: the good fortune of the kingdom (Heaven), per-
sonified as a woman (Z 1819a), so she is what Niwātakawaca desires to 
get. See the Introduction.

8d  sādhyā ‘what… desires to obtain’: note the second long vowel a, prob-
ably an irrealis, suggesting an unfulfilled condition.

 Suprabhāngku ‘my Suprabhā’: apparently they have remembered her 
name from before.

Canto 18
1b  mangkêka pwa ‘while’: Z (1112a) under mangke pwa translates ‘but 

now! (something unexpected, in contrast with what precedes)’. In other 
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words, the appearance of Manimāntaka is also a ‘pleasant surprise’.
3b  hapit ‘the months of Hapit’: these are two months, between Kasapuluh 

and Kasa, coinciding with Jyesthā and Āsadha and falling in the dry 
season, when nature is parched and longs for spring (Z 590a).

6c  tan pasangkan inucap ‘without prior word’: according to Z (1668a), a 
common expression.

7b  laksmī ‘glory’: probably the same idea as śrī (above, 17.8c), namely the 
personified good fortune of the palace.

7d  kapriya ‘friend’: apparently the only occurrence of this form (Z 1425b); 
the meaning suggests ‘beloved’, but who could this be?

9c  syapa or sy apa: ‘who’ or ‘what’?
10a  dyah ‘young lady’: Pb’s text has ndyah, and no variants (not listed by Z 

as such, but cited s.v. balik).
10b  kumĕtĕr halisku ri tĕngĕn ‘have had a twitching in my right eyebrow’: 

Z (857) tells us ‘in India, in a man, auspicious if on the right side; with 
a woman if on the left.’ In Modern Javanese, the term is keduten; if in 
the right eyebrow, it means arep oleh arta (will get money).

 balik ‘instead of’: lit. ‘the opposite’ (Z 198); note also balik pwa in 10d.
11a  hidĕp-hidĕp ‘feeling’: more literally, ‘views, opinions, ideas’.
 tan i rāt ‘indescribable’: lit. ‘not in the world’.
11b  gadung: a climbing plant that sprouts in the month of Kapat, before the 

trees have their new leaves.
11c  cātaka: a legendary bird that lives on raindrops.
11d  cucur: a kind of cuckoo that is in love with the moon.

Canto 19
1c  wĕli ning ‘payment for’: the idea seems to be a kind of bride price, as 

several texts allude to ‘buying’ a bride. Z (2240d) wonders whether 
the reading wĕlin ing would be better. Niwātakawaca cannot take the 
bride before payment has been made. Perhaps the postponement is the 
payment, thus: ‘the payment for a heavenly maiden is that she must be 
waited for till daylight, when…’

6d  atīta ‘completely’: uncertain; possibly ‘in the past’ (see Z 158a).
11d  jātī ‘by nature’: the usual spelling is jāti, but according to MW the form 

jātī occurs in Sanskrit (MhB).
12a  sumalah ‘laid down’: taken as transitive (as also Pb), rather than intran-

sitive (K ‘terbentang’). If this is right, it is the same as analahakĕn (see 
Z 1612-3).

 pasalah: the act of laying down; she flew away, lit. ‘taking the oppor-
tunity of his laying (her) down, and had just looked away’.
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Canto 20
3cd  These two lines are difficult to interpret; wĕtu is a noun, and subject 

of the verb kasangśaya. The real problem is karakĕtan; this place is 
mentioned by Z (1490b), but his explanation is unclear. The suggested 
translation ‘proven’ is based on a literal meaning of ‘stuck fast’. The 
idea seems to be that Niwātakawaca understood what was happening 
but did not want to announce it openly, lest it not be true.

5b  pĕkĕn pasĕk: perhaps lit. ‘tribute market’: an inscription from 930 (Z 
1310b) suggests that there were ones on the north, south, west and east 
(of the city?).

5c  inastwakĕn ‘obeyed’: or perhaps ‘accepted’; this meaning seems to be 
missing in Z (148a).

Canto 21
1b  upāya ‘subtle solutions’: the allusion is to the caturupāya ‘the four 

stratagems’, as listed in line 1c.
2c  Hiranyakasipuh, Kālakeya: the names of great demons known from 

Hindu mythology.
3c  kanistha ‘low’: this adjective qualifies mānusāśraya ‘the appeal to a 

human’, probably referring to the ‘human’ (as opposed to divine).
4c  manisih wĕlangnya ‘spotted on each side’: manisih means ‘to be on 

the side’, and wĕlangnya ‘their spots’; Z (1790b) wonders whether the 
spots are on one side or two, here and in RY 21.216.

12b  There seems to be no verb in this line.

Canto 22
1  The translation here is a little free in some places.
1a  datĕng ‘arrived’: that is, back in Heaven.
1d  manĕnggah ‘thought’: that is, believed, considered; both Pb and K seem 

to have misread this as manĕnggak, translating ‘het geroep’ and ‘ber-
sorak’ respectively.

2c  tang swarga ‘the inhabitants of Heaven’: people seem to be indicated, 
in view of line (d). See also stanza 3, line (c).

3d  This line seems disconnected from the preceding.
4d  Again, this piece of wisdom does not make a lot of sense.
6b  katulung ‘relieved’: this is a puzzling line, but it seems that the verb 

should be ‘read twice’, that is, the author’s enthusiasm for economy 
of diction has led him to link this predicate with two subjects, in two 
somewhat different senses: the contempt will be dealt with, and the 
people will be rescued at the same time.

7d  Translation tentative; the ‘secret spies’ sent out by the enemy were 
already mentioned in 7.2d.
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Canto 23
2c  wihaga nira ‘the portents’: lit. ‘his portents’.
2d  wuntu ‘filled with the earsplitting sound of…’: Z (2329a) says ‘full, 

blocked’, so the translation may be a little free, inspired by Pb.
3a  samaradhanurandhara ‘leaders in battle’: this is a good example of 

the Sanskrit words that occur only in the Arjunawiwāha. One wonders 
whether a form like this could have been borrowed from a Sanskrit text, 
but this is something that a Sanskritist would have to investigate.

3b  laksa: the only listed meaning for this in Old Javanese is ‘ten thousand’ 
(Z 958a). However, this would contradict mapinda pira-pirang iwu 
‘numbered many thousands’, unless there are two subjects in the line. 
But Z (under patih, 1325a) wonders whether pinandita should be read 
pinandi ta. There is, on the other hand, no real reason for an emphatic 
particle ta in this position. Pinandita might mean ‘experts’, but in what? 
The translation offered takes the somewhat daring view that laksa is in 
fact a noun, paralleling the widyādhara of line (a): the leaders followed 
by the ordinary men.

3c  dewangśukataru ‘silk-cloth tree’: only in AW; perhaps the same as 
dewangga ‘a kind of silk cloth’ (Z 397a), a term which is common.

4a  harĕp ira ‘in front of him’: from ira we can tell that it refers to Surapati; 
the one behind him is mentioned in 5a.

4d  ginanda ‘painted’: this translation is based on the context and a place 
in Smaradahana (32.8, Z 486a); one of the many meanings of ganda in 
Sanskrit is ‘mark, spot’. Ginandha, ‘perfumed’, seems unlikely here.

5d  śiwaśuddha ‘quicksilver’: one of the meanings of śiwa in Sanskrit is 
quicksilver. Apart from this place, the only others are in Hariwijaya 
(52.3), including the form śiwaśuddhamaya (HWj 12.11), for which 
Z says ‘made of silver? (Z 1795a). The author of HWj may well have 
known AW.

6a  pastika ‘crystal’: taken as the same as sphatika.
6c  suradāru: the same as dewadaru, the deodar pine.
 hulu lañcang: Z (648a) gives no translation; this place only. Pb trans-

lates ‘met een halve maan als top’, but the evidence for this is unclear; 
K gives ‘ujungnya berbentuk perahu’. 

6d  There are several problems in this line.
 sumrāk ‘fragrant’: why it is both fragrant and ‘carrying perfume’?
 mrganabhi ‘musk’: the only place in Old Javanese.
 panĕpak ‘applied’: lit. ‘used to slap on’? The usage seems to be techni-

cal – why not tinĕpak?
7b  coli, śiwapattra: two kinds of weapon, but what form?
7d  jĕnu: fragrant unguent, used by men, for dance or battle (Z 739ab).
8b  manojawani ‘as swift as thought’: Z (1105a) reads manojawa ni, but 
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this is impossible as manojawa is an adjective, not a noun, and laku nira 
is the subject. So perhaps this is a verbal form.

Canto 24
1a  girirāja ‘King of Mountains’: this form only in AW, otherwise 

girīndra.
2a  alad-alad ‘advance troops’: this word only in AW, apparently a techni-

cal term; alad normally means ‘lick’ (Z 40b).
2b  This line is not very clear; it is also not clear what kind of men the 

waragang are.
3a  sāraśarīra: one of the instances where a Sanskrit term is explained in 

Old Javanese – pinakāngga ning gĕlar.
4b  pöng: probably Mod Jav pung, ‘a small tree with thorns and iron-hard 

wood’ (Z 1445a), Dichrostachys cinerca of the Leguminosae family (de 
Clercq no. 1092).

 wadarā: Sanskrit badarā, the jujube tree, Zizyphus jujuba. 
4c  The syntax of this line is unclear.

Canto 25
1c  sāksād dhasta ‘like the hands’: an interesting sandhi form in Old 

Javanese for sāksāt hasta.
3d  brahmānda ‘Brahma’s egg’: that is, the universe, world; here the meta-

phor of ‘egg’ is kept, in view of rĕngat, ‘cracked’.
4d  matambĕh i harĕp ‘increasing in numbers at the front line’: this is a com-

mon expression, perhaps a military idiom; another example is BY 28.2c.
 norângucap ‘never thinking of’: this is an idiom, see Z (2096a).
6a  jantra ‘war-engine’: see Z (726); what kind of machine or engine is not 

clear.
6d  patrĕm ‘dagger’: probably a small dagger, often used by women, Tamil 

pattiram (Z 1327a).
 patĕh ‘broken’: apparently the only place for this word; see also Malay 

patah ‘broken’, but also Sundanese pateuh ‘sprained’ ( = bent?) (Z 
1320b).

7c  adapur (or var. angdapur) ‘knee-deep’: Z (364b) gives ‘cowering, crouch-
ing, kneeling’, which does not fit well. ‘Knee-deep’ at the end of the line 
might be linked to mĕntas, ‘to come out of the water’, in line (d).

8d  It is not entirely clear what this line alludes to; the word rawilokamandala 
‘the sphere of the sun’, occurs only here.

9b  sinĕsĕk ‘divided’: this does not seem quite right here, see also 11c. The 
usual meaning would be ‘cut up, carved up’. Here it may in fact be ‘cut 
off’.

9d  Translation tentative.
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10cd  The translation follows the word-order of the original, in order to dem-
onstrate how the words are connected, but may sound a little clumsy in 
English.

12c  sanghārāgni ‘the fire of universal destruction’: this is the only place 
listed in Z (1666a).

12d  bhāma ‘furious’: the only place found in Old Javanese (Z 200b).

Canto 26
There are many dubious places in this canto, as a result of an attempt to 
create sound ornaments.

1b  anör ‘were useless’: translation tentative, but perhaps not as Z (1744b) 
‘to cut, cut away, cut off?’

 nĕhĕr anĕsĕh-anĕsĕhakĕn: seems to be the best reading; Pb has a gap 
here. See Z 1746b, s.v. sĕsĕh II, suggesting ‘press, push back’, but this 
meaning only in kidungs.

1c  anĕpah ‘clouting’: a guess; Z (1994a) ‘a part. way of attacking, but 
which?’

1d  anarawata ‘appeared in an uninterrupted stream’; Z (74b) gives only 
‘uninterruptedly’, but we need a verb here.

 asañjata ‘weapons’: is this just the same as sañjata?
2a  The second half of the line does not make a lot of sense.
2b  inadĕgan ‘opposed’: Z (13a) says, ‘r. ing adĕgan?’
2c  alahasa tura: Z s.v. ātura (162a) says ‘unclear and dubious’; variant B 

alah acatura. Translation tentative.

Canto 27
2a  siddhi ‘suddenly’: Z (1758b) suggests ‘in a supernatural way – unex-

pectedly, suddenly’.
2d  icchānantara ‘at once (as if) effortlessly’: Z (665b) suggests this; such 

a form was not found in Sanskrit.
3  It is a little confusing here – who is doing what? Line (a) refers to 

Niwātakawaca, and line (b) to Arjuna.
3d  The anugraha ‘special favour’ is the one that was granted to 

Niwātakawaca.
5b  sakalalokikāntaka ‘the Death of the Entire World’: a form found only 

here.
5d  The silunglung, means of carrying one from this world to the next, 

referred to is his spear.
6c  tomara ‘spear’: this is the same spear as in 5a.
7c  This could also be read as a general statement.
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Canto 28
1cd  An allusion to the legend of Kālayawana, a king who led an army 

to Mathurā against Krsna and was led into the cave of the mighty 
Mucukunda who, being disturbed, cast a fiery glance at him and 
reduced him to ashes.

2b  anīlanīlajalada ‘white and black clouds’: a natural phenomenon; anīla 
occurs in Sanskrit anīlawaji, ‘the white horse of Arjuna’ (MW).

5d  agunakāya ‘possessed a wealth of virtues’: this use of kāya (‘multitude’) 
is listed as found in Sanskrit rather than Old Javanese (see Z 830b).

7b  hiliran ‘drifting flowers’: see also 16.3c hiliran ing asanâsinang rurū.
8a  angalang ‘lying across’: if this reading is correct, it means the same as 

(u)malang; but Pb reads angarang.
9c  karī: emphatic particle, usually in rhetorical question. The long i is pre-

sumably m.c.
 hañang ‘fresh’ (of water): a pun may be intended; the ‘fresh’ water is 

a captive woman her husband might be bringing home, but the wife’s 
love cannot be diluted or lessened, just as the sea remains salty.

12a  gopita: we have another pun here. 1. a kind of fragrant ointment; 2. hid-
den, secret (Z 536 gopita I and II). The cosmetic is applied to the body, 
‘having a cooling effect on the body and used for medicinal purposes’ 
(Z 2231b, s.v. wĕdak). The lady is rubbing it on her heart, perhaps in 
order to cool it. Her dress (tapih) does not quite cover this.

Canto 29
1d  daśendriya ‘ten senses’: technically, however, they are the ‘ten organs 

(five of perception and five of action)’, listed by Z from Wrh 33.24 (Z 
377b).

2ab  A promise to let Arjuna assume Indra’s power for a time is alluded to in 
12.12b, using the same verb, anĕlanga.

2c  satilĕm ‘one dark half of the month’: that is, the period of the waning 
moon or krsnapaksa; satanggal ‘one bright half of the month’: that is, 
the waxing moon or śuklapaksa.

3d  astaguna ‘the Eight Qualities’: these are the special characteristics of 
a king, listed in Bhomāntaka 38.12 as discipline, noble descent, wide 
knowledge, valour in governing the world, a disposition free from 
attachment, gratitude, vigour in action, and being available as a refuge.

4c  Ananta: king of the serpent race or Nāgas and of the infernal regions 
called Pātāla; also called Śesa.

 dinala ‘flowered’: translation tentative; dala means ‘petal’ (Z 352z).
4d  pamarna ‘dye’: translation tentative; this form not found elsewhere.
 śaśarudhira ‘hare’s blood rubies’: Z (1706b) says Sanskrit, but not in 

MW.
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5b  barĕbĕt ‘cymbals’: this meaning is far from certain.
5d  dewamaya ‘divine’: this place only; Sanskrit ‘consisting of or contain-

ing the gods’ (MW).
6b  Various kinds of elixir are mentioned here:
 rasapinda ‘the totality of flavours’: not in MW. There is one other place, 

from JñS 102.23, translated with ‘the totality of feeling’ (Z 1516b);
 rasāyana: ‘a medicine supposed to prolong life and prevent old age’ 

(MW);
 wajadrawa: apparently not in Sanskrit; Z (2173b) says, ‘a certain 

mythical liquid’. Also found in SD 38.16d and 39.4c.
6d  Translation tentative; what do these 21 pitchers contain?
 samāhita ‘assembled’: this meaning not listed by Z (1622b), but quite 

common in Sanskrit.
7a  pras ‘dais’: this object is very big; it is not ‘offerings’ (Z 1401a), but 

more like Pb’s ‘offerstellage’, or perhaps a seat.
 tungkub ‘superstructure’: translation deliberately vague; from places 

cited by Z (2072b), it is high and has a roof or canopy.
7d  paramarasa ‘the ultimate tastes’: found only here; Z says ‘of most 

exquisite taste’, but we need a noun here.
 acintyapada ‘the realm of the inconceivable’: not in Z; presumably not 

found elsewhere, but cf. acintyabhawana in Sut 39.1 (Z 9b).
8c  ratīmaya sök iriya ‘was full of Ratih’s image’: translation tentative; 

ratīmaya does not seem to be found in Sanskrit.
9c  śināpa ‘transformed by magic’: perhaps not ‘cursed’, but as Pb, who has 

‘betooverd’, in the sense of being changed from one form to another.
9d  bhūsana jāti ‘his true attire’: Z (277b) reads this as a compound, but 

then the order of the elements is unusual; for jāti (Z 732a), ‘natural’ may 
also be a good translation.

Canto 30
1c  tuha-tuha ‘senior relative’: Z (2046b) says, ‘ancestor, elder’, and notes 

‘M. seems to be an elder relative or ancestor of Arjuna through the 
nymph Tapatī, mother of Kuru; see also Ad 157-159’. 

 kula ‘family’: however, Z (914b) puts this place under kula II, ‘prob. 
wife of lower rank, second wife to the queen.’ But with maka- this 
makes no sense.

3c  Translation tentative; there is probably some symbolism in the gadung 
flower, perhaps the way it submits to climbing up something else. The 
idea of this stanza is that Suprabhā is more attractive through not insist-
ing on having her own way.

4c  Unfortunately, this interesting line is not completely clear:
 manggupit refers to plucking a stringed instrument to accompany a 
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song (Z 559a);
 ruditagīta ‘a sad song’: cf 34.7d bhāsa rudita;
 manam-anama ‘in order to weave in’: this verb often used for compos-

ing a poetical work, here the gīta; note the irrealis ending –a;
 hastakośala: Z (600a) suggests ‘may be a musical composition in 

general, or a part. melody of that name’. However, it is better to return 
to the original Sanskrit meaning, namely ‘skilfulness of hand, manual 
dexterity’ (MW), here referring to the modes or techniques of playing 
stringed instruments. For the names of such instruments, see 31.1b 
below.

4d  hintĕn esi ‘the reflected shapes inside a diamond’: that is, a diamond 
that seems to contain lights or colours within it; the same expression 
referring to a beautiful woman in BA 108.3d.

5a  ndatak ‘but let me not’: a negative with first person marker.
7cd  The word-order here makes it possible to give various interpretations.
8c  amöm ‘keep tightly closed’: she will not open her mouth to smile at 

him; the image is of fruit being closed up in order to ripen.
 mirah ‘redness’: this applies to her gums.
8d  rakĕt ‘mask’: that is, something that does not speak or have expression; 

Pb reads tulis, ‘painting’.
9b  mangunĕng galuh: a flower used as a shampoo (Z 1114b).
9c  pupur, wida: two kinds of cosmetic powder, the precise difference 

unclear.
10a  kahĕnti ‘completely overcome’: however, Sum 126.3 (Z 617b) seems to 

suggest a translation ‘completely won over’; in that case, tuhun ‘even 
so’ is a problem.

11a  muksa ‘faded away’: not ‘rapt, thrown into rapture (ecstacy)’ (Z 1156a), 
in view of what follows. See also 35.10b.

11d  kukū ‘coconuts’: Z (912b) suggests reading ta nyū, but there is no need 
to emend thus; see also Makassarese kaluku and Kambera kokuru, both 
‘coconut’, although this comparison normally applies to breasts, not 
thighs.

12a amatyakĕn ‘exerted (himself)’: see Z (1323a, s.v. pati IV); the MSS 
seem to have the spelling with t rather than t, however.

12d  ros ‘waist’: in connection with his use of wuluh and tĕbu in line (c), 
the author continues the metaphor. Z (1562a) says of ros ‘the section 
between joints or nodes, the slender part of the body of a woman, esp. 
between bust and hips…’

 wuku ‘hip’: lit. the node or joint of a cane (not ‘section… between the 
joints’, as Z 2323a).

13c  ñamu-ñamu: Z (1215a) wonders whether this is the same as namu-
namu, especially in view of a place in AS(B), 10.2 namu-namu masuk 
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ing rasādhika, but this may be an echo of AW. However, ñ and n are 
not identical. Namu-namu means ‘to vanish, disappear into thin air’ (Z 
1172a); ‘carried away by thoughts’ is a guess.

 rasâdhika ‘superior fluids’: translation free; rasa perhaps not ‘feeling’, 
in view of line (d), if the interpretation is correct.

13d  kukap ‘breadfruit tree’: de Clercq no. 338, Artocarpus Blumei Trecul., 
says ‘Het melksap dient als vogellijm’. This line contains sexual refer-
ences.

Canto 31
1a  tatapan: a type of drum, Z (1960b) suggests ‘a drum beaten from 

above’.
 angiring ‘accompany’: two places from GK (7.5 and 37.7) confirm that 

this can mean to ‘accompany’ in a musical sense, as well as ‘attend’. If 
this is correct, then the singer may be the object, not subject. 

1b  wīnā: the Indian vinā;
 rāwana: apparently another musical instrument; MW gives only 

rāvanahasra ‘a partic. stringed instrument’. The form rāwanahasta is 
also found in Old Javanese (Z 1523a), including inscriptions of the 10th 
century.

1c  The syntactic relations of the words in this line are unclear.
 angutkata ‘smelled of laurel’: utkata is the fragrant bark of the Laurus 

Cassia, but Z (2151b) believes that it is more general, ‘fragrant’. 
However, we already have ambö (fragrance), so something more spe-
cific may be called for. An alternative translation might be: ‘The new 
clothes were fragrant with the flowers of unguents, and the sweet-smell-
ing incenses rose continuously’.

2a  amawa manahnya ri talinga ‘were all ears’: lit. ‘carried their hearts on 
their ears’.

2b  amaji padma ning hati ‘tormented them’: lit. ‘split the lotus of their 
hearts’.

3c  This can be explained as follows. The fifteen nights (we would say 
‘days’) are those of one tilĕm (dark half of the month, earthly reckon-
ing), which have to be divided by 7 for 7 nymphs, so they get two days 
(daytime and nighttime) each, plus one day over.

3d  pilih ‘although probably’: the word ‘although’ has been added, as other-
wise it sounds contradictory in English.

4c  hantĕlu n kinulitan ‘a peeled egg’: that is, pale and smooth.
4d  kari: seems to indicate a rhetorical question.
5a  Menā: strangely, m.c. for Menakā, already referred to in 30.1a.
5c  inadu candi ‘facing each other’: they are facing as if pitted against each 

other, preparing for combat, but the exact posture is impossible to tell. Z 
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(20b) wonders if it is ‘one on top of the other’, but this is a bit too quick. 
The candi is described as ruhur, ‘tall’ (Z 299b), so perhaps they sat erect, 
rather stiffly. Another possibility is back-facing-front, in view of 6a.

5d  tinĕbahan galah ‘thrust at with lances’: tĕbah and galah seem to be 
frequently associated (see Z 1970a), but the precise action is unclear.

 adĕdĕs ‘pressed on’: very uncertain; a technical military term associ-
ated with fighting with a watang (Z 383a).

6a  apa ‘how could’: see Z (108a). 
6c  prabañcana ‘temptation’: Z (1293a) gives ‘deceit’; probably pambañ-

cana is intended, but this would not fit the metre.
6d  kawadi ‘deeply wounded’: Z (2164b), but note the reading of MS B 

kawidi ‘destined?’
7d  ramya niking mamuktya ‘the pleasant thing (about this) is that I will be 

able to enjoy…’; the same kind of construction is seen in ramya nikang 
hanêng wuri in 15.5c.

8c  kapryan ‘hurt’: but is this the right spelling? It may be from prih II (Z 
1423b), but if so, this form is not listed.

8d  This line seems to contain a general statement regarding lovers.
9a  aweh yathāsukha ‘allowing him whatever pleases him’: here aweh is 

not a transitive verb, as yathāsukha is not a noun. See also 32.6a, where 
yathāsukha is translated with ‘at their ease’.

9b  pucang luwak: very reminiscent of Wangbang Wideya 3.53a, sĕdah 
arum lan pucang luwak (see Robson 1971: 277 for a comment). The 
areca nut and sirih are ingredients for a betel quid.

9cd  Two very effective lines!

Canto 32
1b  angudang-udanga ‘caress’: translation tentative. Z (908b) gives ‘address 

with a name… praise’, but while this meaning may fit other contexts, 
it does not seem to fit so well here. Cf RY 11.38, where a jewel is fon-
dled.

1d  aweh sĕpah ‘exchange a betel quid’: as aweh is intransitive and sĕpah 
its complement, he does not ‘give’ the quid. The idea of ‘exchange’ is 
suggested by the custom described in other texts.

2  This stanza is very forced and unclear, especially lines (c) and (d).
2a  nala: m.c. for nāla.
3d  karika: the first taken as marking a question, and the second perhaps 

emphatic.
4b  anghudani rawa ‘pouring rain on the lake’: apparently an idiom for 

doing something superfluous. It occurs also in 3.13c – but in the same 
meaning?

4c  Again, the image seems to be one of doing something quite unneces-
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sary. 
4d  Perhaps the idea is that there is no need to fight over them, as there will 

soon be plenty more flowers.
5  The whole of this stanza is unclear.
5d  mambö…gĕlung: this phrase also found in 1.10c. The loosened hair 

expresses the emotion being felt.
6d  śatawanitā ‘a hundred women’: this rather striking Sanskrit word is 

found only here.

Canto 33
2  This stanza contains an extended metaphor on an architectural theme, 

with six technical terms for parts of buildings. Perhaps these have 
double meanings, for example 2d panghrĕt ‘crossbeam’ and ‘means of 
restraining’.

2b  pawehnya ‘the gift of’: the use of the suffix –nya makes the meaning 
unclear.

4c  pinatik ‘brushed’: based on Z (1325b, s.v. patik V), but very uncertain.
5c  pinöhan ‘squeezed’: translation tentative; is it an action like milking?
5d  sirit: Z (1789b) wonders if it means ‘jet, spout’, hence K’s semburan. 

However, Sundanese sirit means ‘penis’ (Eringa 1984 s.v.).
6c  t-arahup-rahup kabeh ‘wash your hands of it all’: in fact, rahup means 

‘to wash the face’, and why ‘all’?
7d  wuwusnya lit. ‘her words’: probably the girl’s, not Arjuna’s, in view of 

the suffix –nya, not nira.

Canto 34
1a  tamuyan ‘receiving a guest’: this expression also in 14.2d, in the same 

(sexual) sense.
2b  angdewī ‘like a goddess’: this form not listed in Z (400a).
3d  pradhānastrī ‘leading ladies’: not listed in Z.
4a  sukhawibhawa ‘pleasure and power’: an echo of 5.11c.
4d  kalapakat ‘floundering’: Z (985a) suggests ‘moving, squirming (of a 

child in the womb)?’, perhaps inspired by Mod Jav kalépak(an) ‘to 
flounder, flap’ (like a fish on dry land), also figuratively (GR, Pig), 
suggesting a helpless movement, fitting for this image. Certainly not 
kelapa (coconut), as K has!

5c  handong lungsir: this name known in Bali for a species of Cordyline, a 
shrub noted for its leaves; ‘Ook z.g. heilige plaatsen omringt men met 
deze bladen, als een teeken, dat die niet mogen betreden worden’ (de 
Clercq no. 884).

7b  ayayah ‘to a parent’: yayah can apply to mother as well as father. The 
reference here is to his mother, Kuntī. Also in 35.6b.
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7d  panglampū dalihan: the grammar of this line is somewhat unclear; is 
dalihan the object of panglampū?

8a  wulĕtan ‘board in the eaves’: this plank or board is located high up, in 
view of line (b), and from PYñ 12.20 (Z 2325a) we see that it can be 
katuruhan, affected by the rain.

Canto 35
1c  tilingi ‘incline your ear…’: this is, listen to the thunder.
2c  kuwong ‘cuckoo’: however, it is the cucur that is in love with the moon 

– or are they the same?
 yat ‘when you’: the MSS have yak ‘when I’, but the context seems to 

require yat. Or was there no difference at this time? In Balinese script 
ta and ka have a similar shape.

3d  This line is of course addressed to the poet’s lover, the ibu of 1a.
4a  taruwara: Z (1957b) ‘the best of trees’; in Sanskrit it appears to be used 

for the pārijāta, also in Old Javanese?
4d  The second half of the line is only tentative.
6d  anāgatakawi ‘poets in days to come’: this word only found here – a 

delightful touch on Mpu Kanwa’s part.
8a  waringin, bodhi, hambulu: three kinds of fig or banyan tree, the roots of 

which destroy buildings.
9c  angindriya ‘as swift as thought’: lit. ‘…as sight’. This is the only place 

for this word. Perhaps the second half of the line in intended as a ‘trans-
lation’.

9d  kari ‘left behind’: if this translation is correct, then the short vowel is 
unusual, although not impossible (Z 126a).

10d  The word-order is odd, probably m.c.
11a  apangkwa: is from apa, and has nothing to do with pangku.
 sĕnĕng ‘you miss’: as Z notes (1738b) notes, this applies to the absent 

lover.
11b  apuyur-puyur ‘soothed’: perhaps ‘spoke softly, soothingly’ (Z 1468a). 

As Creese notes (1998: 386), it is not identical with puyuh. A form 
pinuyu-puyuran occurs in PY 25.1c, translated with ‘a balm to the 
eyes’.

11d  manambyakĕn ‘at the same time added’: base-word sambi, see also 
manambyakĕna in 15.5c, translated with ‘at the same time devote 
myself to…’

12c  salang-salang ‘neck’: lit. ‘collar-bone, the hollow between neck and 
shoulder’ (Z 1614a).

12d  nda t hāt-hāt ‘come, show some concern’: the MSS have nda k, but this 
cannot be a propositive, but rather an imperative, as Z suggests (s.v. hāt, 
601a).
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13a  ndī ‘how’: perhaps for ndin. Z (s.v. umbara, 2118a) reads ndî.
 tan ‘not’: found in one MS only, the rest having tak, which does not 

seem to fit.
 kukwanta ‘your nails’: is there a word kukwan (not in Z)? Are the nails 

used for applying oil?
13b  nda t: again, the MSS have ndak.
14ab  The kalangkyang is a kind of hawk, said to weep for rain.
14c  ku ‘I’: for aku, also found in Sum (Z 906a).
14d  nisthura ‘bitterness’: or perhaps ‘harsh words’.
15b  ta ‘you’: for kita, but not the possessive suffix.
 apan: seems redundant.

Canto 36
1d  This is a rather abrupt ending; it is not clear who would be ‘all-conquer-

ing’, he or they.
2a  nike: lit. ‘of this’.
 angiringi haji ‘attending the king’: haji is a normal word for ‘king’. The 

reading aji was not accepted, as the majority of MSS have haji. 
2d  namo’stu ‘hail be to him’: not listed by Z.
 anganumata ‘looks favourably’: the last syllable could also be read 

with a long vowel, thus containing an irrealis and expressing a wish, 
‘may he…’, but this was not found in the MSS.
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